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Abstract:- We all are need the personal vehicle that could help us to travel from home to office and travel to vocations means we 

need the personal vehicle for traveling for this we purchase the new vehicle or used vehicle this is some time take so much to 

take decision for purchasing the new one and most difficult decision is to take how to sale the old one that is already we have 

keep using if we sale and what is best price we can get or gives us more benefits. More over the purchasing power of the 

customers is low due to the prices of the new cars. There are different methods to predict the price of the car according to 

market value. Our proposed method helps the both the purchase and seller for to purchase and sale their vehicle and they can 

predict the best for their vehicle and make their decision good for personal and business. Our proposed model performance 

shows that the proposed study is productive and efficient. In the proposed study the machine learning algorithm Regression 

helps in the outperform. Here we use the Statistical test to get the design value of P and get the optimal features and using the 

linear regression. First, we find the RFE and then apply the statistical test for VIF for the OLS Regression. Prediction results 

shows the study is efficient and effective.  

Index Term-- Car price Prediction, Machine learning, Regression, Statistical test, IF, OLS.  

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Vehicle are in the different categories like Car, Sedan, 

coupe, supports car, station wagon, hatchback, convertible, 

sport-utility vehicle (SUV) minivan, Pickup truck, each vehicle 

having the different features and type of uses based on the 

features the prices of the vehicles are change. Here are some 

features we are discussing that are common in the vehicles like, 

Odometer, 4-wheel drive, and 2-wheel drive, Transmission 

type and mileage, these are the features peoples are consider as 

they see in the market move but the actual facts what we find 

in the proposed study [1]. Here we have considered three type 

of the target peoples one is who are the seller they only sell the 

cars we call them dealers. They are one of the most important 

target groups that may be interested in the study’s findings. 

Used car dealers that have a better understanding of what makes 

a car appealing and what the most significant qualities are for a 

used car will be able to apply this knowledge and provide better 

service. many people have been interested in the used car 

market at some time in their lives because they wanted to sell 

or acquire a used car. It’s a great mistake to pay too much or 

sell for less than the market value in this procedure. there are 

websites that proved an estimate of a car’s worth [2]. They 

could have an excellent model for forecasting. Having a second 

model, on the other hand, may aid them in providing a better 

forecast to their consumers. As a result, the model established 

in this study might aid online web services that determine the 

market worth of a used car [3]. 

II. LITEARE REVIEW 

Car pricing using machine learning has a clear correlation with 

the information acquisition process for technical systems. The 

purchase or sale on Internet market websites has recently 

become the primary technique for knowledge acquisition [4]. 

We may divide it into two forms after finding the data: 

organized and unstructured, involving knowledge context 

extraction, data inference, and qualitative data laws [5]. The 

key purpose of the current analysis is to investigate various 

forms of car data and to establish an integrated met forecasting 

car data. time-consuming method of recommendation, posting 

for car-based analysis. This paper would discuss the methods 

of methodology for forecasting car data [1]. We create a 

deterministic inventory model for an item in this work whose 

demand depends on both the sale price and the period after the 
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last replenishment of the we believe that the demand rate 

incorporates the results of sale expense and a time function in 

an additive way. In addition, we assume that the cost of keeping 

is a power function of the amount of time a form keeps product 

period and the sale price that increase the overall unit time of 

inventory benefit. To solve this inventory problem, we present 

an effective algorithm [6]. Any numerical examples are given 

to demonstrate how the algorithm works [7]. More than ever, 

cars are being sold. Instead of renting a new vehicle because of 

cost, developed nations follow the leasing community. The 

increase in sales of used cars is, thus, rising exponentially. By 

listing unreasonable prices because of the demand, car dealers 

often take advantage of this condition [8].  

Therefore, a need exists for a model that can attach a price to a 

vehicle by analyzing its attributes, considering the pr we use the 

Random Forest approach of supervised learning to forecast the 

prices of used vehicles [9]. After diligent exploratory data 

analysis, the model was selected to assess the effect of each 

feature on the price. A Random Forest was created to train the 

data with 500 Decision Trees. The teaching accuracy was found 

to be 95.82 percent from experimental findings and the 

accuracy of the testing was 83.63 percent. The model will 

reliably forecast the price of cars by selecting the most 

associated characteristics of other vehicles [2]. This research 

presents a new technique to address the car price occupancy 

rate prediction based on Deep Learning with Recurrent Neural 

Networks [1]. In smart mobility, this is an interesting problem 

and we approach it in an innovative way here, consisting of 

automatically designing a deep network that encapsulates the 

behavior of the occupancy of the car and then being able to 

make an informed guess about the number of free parking 

spaces near the medium-term horizon [10]. We analyze a real-

world case study consisting of the occupancy values of 29 cars 

in Birmingham, UK, during eleven weeks and compare our 

results to other predictors in the state-of-the-art. The findings 

show that our strategy is precise to the extent that it is useful to 

be used by citizens in their daily lives, as well as to outperform 

existing competitors [3]. 

The rapid growth of internet shopping and e-commerce 

websites, e.g., eBay and OLX, has been seen in recent years. 

Any day, online shopping markets deliver millions of items for 

sale. Such commodities are classified into several types of 

items. For vendors, it is important to determine the price of the 

second-hand item accurately. The price of only one object type 

can be predicted by state-of-the-art techniques. In addition, the 

price range of a given second-hand object in the prediction 

challenge was not used by any of the current approaches, 

because there are many ads for the same good at different 

prices. In this vein, we suggest deep model architecture for 

forecasting the price as the first contribution [11]. This 

suggested methodology uses a deep neural network for price 

prediction that involves long short-term memory (LSTM) and 

convolution neural network architectures. 

In comparison with the support vector machine baseline model, 

the proposed model obtained a higher mean absolute error 

accuracy performance [12]. In comparison, two inputs are used 

in the second contribution [10]. Next, we recommend the 

forecasting of the second-hand item's minimum and maximum 

rates. Linear regression, LSTM and seasonal autoregressive 

integrated moving average approaches are included in the 

models used for the forecasting mission. Second, in forecasting 

the item quality score, we suggest using the model of the first 

contribution. Then, the commodity quality score and the 

minimum and maximum prices forecast are combined to 

provide the final expected price of the item. Using a dataset for 

second-hand goods from a database, the proposed approach of 

comparing the projected second-hand item quality score with 

the predicted minimum and maximum price outperforms the 

other models with a large output difference in all the accuracy 

metrics used [13, 14]. 

Using three cross-sections of pricing data from U.S. airport 

markets covering the years 2005 to 2016, we analyze the price 

impact of restructuring in the car rental industry. During this 

time, the car rental industry went through a series of mergers, 

contributing to a significant rise in market concentration. We 

find that ownership concentration has a different impact on the 

market (weekday) and leisure (weekend) divisions. With the 

rise in business saturation, average weekday prices increased 

by 2.1 percent and weekend prices dropped by 3.3 percent. In 

view of the seasonal fluctuations in demand from business and 

leisure passengers, given the occasional demand disparities 

between business and leisure travelers, we describe this result 

with a horizontal product differentiation model that facilitates 

variation in the categories of consumers and the marginal costs 

of businesses [15-18].  

Consolidation results in marginal cost savings, but the degree 

to which these savings are transmitted to multiple types of 

consumers depends on the extent of the cost of swapping. In 

fact, higher rates are paid to weekday consumers with high 

transition costs due to the expanded pricing control of vendors, 

while the more price-sensitive weekend segment enjoys lower 

prices facilitated by productivity gains. Our findings illustrate 

that restructuring may have distinct welfare impacts on multiple 

consumer segments, and merger studies can account for the 

heterogeneous influence focused on the practices of price 

discrimination of firms rather than only taking into account 

average effects[18-25].The next section is the data collection 

and this is the actually part of proposed study methodology. 

 

III. DATA COLLECTION 

The Data is collected from Kaggle and used for the purposed 

study we have attributes in the data are given below. Here some 

are important and some are not important so we need cleaning 

processes and in the cleaning processes we remove the some of 

the attributes are only keep the most important and strong 

correlation attributes. Car_id, peakrp , carName this kind of 

attributes are need to remove and the remaining are also filter 

through the processes of the analysis  and then cleaning of the 

attributes. 
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Figure 1 shows the view of the dataset and data type and name 

and number of attributes here we have 25 attributes but the 

actual we use after cleaning processes are will be discussed in 

the next heading.  

 
FIGURE 1: The dataset attributes and its datatypes. 

 

IV. DATA EXPLORATION 

After cleaning the data, the ready for exploring in Fig. 2 the 

prices related to dataset the figure shows that the mostly 

vehicles are falling in range of $10K to $20K and this shows 

that that mostly market values vehicles are in this range of 

prices the figure also shows us the most vehicles are having the 

price of $10K in the overall dataset.  

It means the expansive vehicle are not mostly used vehicles 

they are new and people use them and not to go for purchase a 

used or old vehicle but it’s not means that the vehicles are not 

purchased and sale in term of used vehicles. They are not ratio 

miner. 

In Fig. 3 the category base vehicles are shows that the 0-

category vehicle are mostly soled and the prices of the vehicles 

low and insurance risk factor are low but the vehicles are having 

the sales same of both category 0 and 1 and the others are 

category 2 and 3 are almost same sales means the prices of the 

vehicles are not so much difference. 

The percentage pi-chart for the batter understanding shown in 

Fig. 4. One category is 0 category which is 32.7% and the 

second one is the category is 1 which is 26.3% the difference 

of these is 6.4% which is not the major difference but some 

categories are big difference like the -2 category is 1.5% this is 

too low symbolic sales base category. The proposed study will 

not to spend the major time on this category this is batter for us 

to take all but focus on the most demanding categories. The pi-

chart helps us to what kind of category is our area of interest 

and what is batter for us and our proposed study approach. 

 

 

FIGURE 2: The prices base analysis of the data starts from 10,000 to 50,000. 

FIGURE 3: Category base sales of Vehicles the category are represented by 

the code from 0 to 3 and 0 to -2 each category belong to one specialized type 

of car category. 

 
FIGURE 4: Pi-chart describe the category wise sales of the cars. 

The average price of the vehicles are shown in Fig. 5 that shows 

the values of the vehicles are also same for the -1-Category and 
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3-category and the 1-category and the 2-category are almost 

same the category -2-category and 0-category are averagely 

same prices. This shows in the figure 5.0 that the values are 

averagely same in some but different categories in the dataset. 

May be the feature are miner similar or the government polices 

are same or the company having the same insurance and tax 

policies. 

 

FIGURE 5.0:  Category wise prices of the cars  

Now need to find the models and companies of the vehicles 

which are consisting in the dataset and find the how much 

number of the vehicles are in count in the data set for the from 

the dataset we split the name of the company of the vehicle and 

model of the vehicle and then count the number of how much 

vehicles are in the data and the details is given in Fig. 6. 

How much the type of vehicles that are using the diesel and gas 

and checking the how much the prices are changes from gas to 

diesel or fuel type if change. Figure 7 shows the histogram 

about the information of diesel and gas. There is a difference 

also $2000 averagely in the vehicles used fuel and gas the diesel 

type vehicles are more prices then gas. This shows that the 

diesel vehicles are most sales and purchased it may be related 

to speed pick and power and engine performance related issued 

but cannot ignore the gas sales which are also near to diesel 

sales and also having the good prices in USD.  

The big one feature on that the market makes decision is milage 

the good milage means the market valu is good here in the 

figure 8.0 it shows that the the most of the vehicels are fall in 

the range of milage from 20-35 to are the having the mostyl sale 

and good sales in the market and the vehicels having the milage 

15-20 are rare and laso having the expansive vehicels and the 

some are also cinsiderable the vehicels having the  milage 45-

50 that are also having the low prices and good milage but the 

power of the vehicels are low that’s why the people are not to 

buy and sales the vehicels due to the speed and horse power 

these vehicelsa are not most demanding besides the vechicles 

which are having the low milage also are slow sales due to to 

the high prices of the vehicles. 

 
 FIGURE 6.0: The data how much consist on the model wise cars and 

company’s wise collection.  

 
FIGURE 7: Comparison of the fuel type of the cars  
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FIGURE 8: The mileage is the key stroke for decisions making for and the 

prices which meet the good mileage people will make decision. 

Now want to check the people are what kind of vehicles type 

they are interested in term of fuel mileage and prices and brand 

that will helps us the what mind set of the people are is that the 

people like only under budget or they only buy expansive 

vehicles and they are only invested in the mid-range budgeted 

vehicles in Fig. 8, which shows that the peoples are not only 

interested in the budgeted and mid-range but the expansive 

vehicles are in mostly sale in the used vehicles terms people 

buy used vehicles only the two category one is under budget 

and second is mid-range they are also interested in the 

expansive vehicles but the so minor in the comparison of 

budgeted and mid-range. 

V. EXPERIMETNS AND RESULTS 

Here is the process model of the proposed study in Fig. 9 

processes model. The processes model help us to batter 

understand the whole process in the pictorial format and easy 

to understand the processes is actually divided into data 

gathering and cleaning processes and second one is prepare and 

check the hypothesis and try the value to reach the desired 

results and then feature extraction and based on the feature 

engineering the machine learning is performed the analysis of 

the results are not exactly reach on the desired but after the 

optimal solutions are used to increase the performance of the 

machine leaning model. 

After the univariate and bivariate analysis we are going to build 

the linear regression model for this purpose we use the optimal 

features which are we found here FUELTYPE, ASPIRATION, 

CARBODY, DRIVEWHEEL, WHEELBASE, CARLENGTH, 

CARWIDTH, CURBWEIGHT, ENGINETYPE, 

CYLINDERNUMBER, ENGINESIZE, BORERATIO, 

HORSEPOWER, PRICE, BRAND_CATEGORY, MILEAGE. 

Here we use label encoding for categorical attributes and 

encode them with 0, 1 label. The other features are rescaled for 

machine learning purpose the split the train and test for the 

machine learning here is the correlation between optimal 

features and the heat map shows the results in Fig. 10. 

 

 

FIGURE 10:  Proposed Study methodology diagram 

 

FIGURE 10: Heat map for the optimal features based. 

Now have to weightage the features for this purpose we use 

RFE method to find the weights of the features after using the 

RFE for linear regression we have to find the index weighted 

features are CARWIDTH, CURBWEIGHT, HORSEPOWER, 

MILAGE, TWELVE, LUXURY, ADHCV, HATCHBACK, 

SEDAN, WAGON. The data is ready for machine learning 

model fitting after dividing the train and test we first use the 

statistical model in linear form for regression and find the 

results here the ordinary least squares method is used the 

method will tells us the unknown parameter in the linear 

regression machine learning model as shown in Fig. 11. 
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Exploring Data

Statistical Test performing 

for model

Machine Learnig 
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Predictions

RFE

(Recursive feature 

elimination)
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Calculating VIF
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FIGURE 11: OLS-results  

Standard errors accept the covariance that the covariance 

Metrix of the errors is accurately determined. Now are going to 

calculate the variance inflation factor (VIF) which gives us the 

multiple regression variables with the amount of 

multicollinearity. The value of the P is good and for this 

purpose we try the different techniques and dropping the 

mileage as p-value, dropping VIF if higher than dropping the 

wagon as a p value is high and still dropping the dohcv and then 

VIF model goes on the desired values as shown in Fig. 12. 

 

FIGURE 12: After reducing the error rate and monitor p value for optimal 

values. 

The error term for the analysis of residual values the normal 

distribution shows the error with density for the linear 

regression the histogram shows the distribution in Fig. 13. 

 

FIGURE 13: Shows the error graph is the normal distribution: 

The time for prediction comes and the evaluation of the 

proposed model after the prediction and evaluation the results 

shows that the model is productive and effective. The model 

results the prediction with R2-Score is 90% in in the correct 

way and the graph in Fig. 14 shows the results. 

 

Figure 14: R2-score is the coefficient of the determination for the regression 

score. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The used vehicles are mostly sales in the mid-range and mostly 

based on the price and mileage and majorly people are not 

interested in the luxury vehicles but it not means the people not 

buy the used luxury vehicles. Proposed methodology shows the 

model helps the customer and dealer for customer they support 

them for selling and buying and as well for dealers how much 

price they buy the used vehicle and when they sell them the 

proposed system helps the dealer for good profitable deal they 

can make. The 90% correct prediction results show that the 

study is effective and efficient for both market end nodes. 
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